The American Medical Association House of Delegates (HOD) elects officers and council members at each Annual Meeting. Elections will be held June 14, 2022.

The 2022 Annual Meeting of the House of Delegates is taking place June 10-15, 2022. Visit the Annual Meeting page for the agenda, reports and resolutions, the Speakers’ Letter and more.

2022 election manual

The 2022 election manual provides information regarding the election process including AMA guiding principles and campaign rules and conduct. It also offers detailed write-ups from announced candidates and their conflict of interest statements.

- Download and review the election manual (PDF)

2022 candidates' webpages

Below are links to the AMA candidate webpages for those candidates that chose to create a page. The links can also be found on each candidate’s page in the AMA Election Manual. Candidate webpage material was prepared by each candidate using an AMA template. All content of the webpage is the sole responsibility of the candidate.

Candidates for President-elect

- Edwards, Willarda AMA candidate webpage
- Ehrenfeld, Jesse AMA candidate webpage
- Kridel, Russ AMA candidate webpage
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Candidates for Board of Trustees

- Ding, Alexander AMA candidate webpage
- Ferguson, Scott AMA candidate webpage
- Fryhofer, Sandra AMA candidate webpage
- Heine, Marilyn AMA candidate webpage
- Motta, Mario AMA candidate webpage

Candidate for Young Physician Trustee

- Ajayi, Toluwalasé (Lasé) AMA candidate webpage

Candidates for Council on Constitution and Bylaws

- Reilly, Kevin AMA candidate webpage
- Rubin, Adam AMA candidate webpage
- Thornquist, Steven AMA candidate webpage

Candidates for Council on Medical Education

- Dent, Daniel AMA candidate webpage
- Mathew, Suja AMA candidate webpage

Candidates for Council on Medical Service

- Chu, Betty
- Epstein, Stephen AMA candidate webpage
- Goel, Ravi AMA candidate webpage
- Rege, Sheila AMA candidate webpage
- Silva, Ezequiel “Zeke” AMA candidate webpage

Candidates for Council on Science and Public Health

- Allison, Robert (withdrawn)
- Bisgrove, Joanna
- Cohen, Joshua AMA candidate webpage
- Cundiff, Dave AMA candidate webpage
- Ranasinghe, Padmini AMA candidate webpage
2022 Speakers' candidate interviews

The following candidate interviews were conducted by your speakers May 12-15 upon the request of our House of Delegates. Interviews were recorded in a single take to simulate a live interview. Candidates were invited to make a one minute introductory statement and then presented a series of three or four questions. The recording was stopped at the one minute time limit for each segment. The questions were not shared with the candidates in advance, the same questions were asked of all candidates in a given contest and the questions followed by the candidates’ responses were recorded without delay.

Candidates for President-elect

- Edwards, Willarda Speakers' interview
- Ehrenfeld, Jesse Speakers' interview
- Kridel, Russ Speakers' interview

Candidates for Board of Trustees

- Ding, Alexander Speakers' interview
- Ferguson, Scott Speakers' interview
- Fryhofer, Sandra Speakers' interview
- Heine, Marilyn Speakers' interview
- Motta, Mario Speakers' interview

Candidate for Young Physician Trustee

- Ajayi, Toluwalasé (Lasé) Speakers' interview

Candidates for Council on Constitution and Bylaws

- Reilly, Kevin Speakers' interview
- Rubin, Adam Speakers' interview
- Thornquist, Steven Speakers' interview

Candidates for Council on Medical Education

- Dent, Daniel Speakers' interview
- Mathew, Suja Speakers' interview
Candidates for Council on Medical Service

- Chu, Betty Speakers' interview
- Epstein, Stephen Speakers' interview
- Goel, Ravi Speakers' interview
- Rege, Sheila Speakers' interview
- Silva, Ezequiel “Zeke” Speakers' interview

Candidates for Council on Science and Public Health

- Allison, Robert (withdrawn)
- Bisgrove, Joanna Speakers' interview
- Cohen, Joshua Speakers' interview
- Cundiff, Dave Speakers' interview
- Ranasinghe, Padmini Speakers' interview